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Additionally, the Jigokudani Ape Park remains in Yamanouchi is trendy and extremely

renowned to check out during wintertime to see the snow apes bade in the hot springs. There

are some really nice Ryokans that have hot springs (Onsen) around too. 

We do not actually intend to leave Tokyo then go back for more evenings however we can if

that is the very best method to do it. Free wifi is becoming a growing number of usual at

lodgings at the very least in the huge cities that you plan to check out. 

This schedule will be a bit hectic also, so you could want to cut out some of these areas.

Thank you a great deal for all the work you have actually been doing for years. 

The Tateyama Kurobe Alpine Path shuts throughout winter months and also the last day it is

open is the 30th of November. Sounds like a wonderful suggestion to avoid Nikko and also

Nara and head south to the Okinawa Island for some beach time. We have not been to

Okinawa yet, however I' ve listened to that the beaches there are superb so I' m sure you will

have a fantastic time. Your travel plan looks terrific, also the number of evenings at each

area. Would likewise such as an evening in Hakone however uncertain if we do prior to

Tokyo right from Takayama or if that is not functional. 

Up until now the plan is to remain within Tokyo and Hiroshima area. We have actually not

been to the Pink Moss Event yet, so I do n`t know much about it, sorry. Yet it looks like it is

located regarding 3 kilometers south of Lake Motosuko in the Fuji Five Lakes area, so it must

be quickly integrated in one day. 

But we experienced that some hotels actually only had cabled internet. As well as you obtain

some stunning landscapes and also nature in Hakone. 

An additional option is to do the Alpine Course from the west side, as well as oversleep

Kanazawa as well as take an early train to the start of the Alpine Route on the west side

(Toyama). Southwest component of Japan likewise has few visitors, like the cities Ohkihama

as well as Matsuyama, and Nagasaki, Beppu and also all the method southern to the sea

community Ibusuki and Yakushima (take the ferryboat). Hmm, if you intend to invest a day or

more in Osaka, after that you need to most definitely reduce either Kanazawa, Fuji

Kawaguchi, or Yokohama. I think it will be as well difficult to do all these locations in just one

week. 

Sorry, we have never ever been to Shikoku island and also have actually sadly never gotten

on a whale and also dolphin safari in Japan. So I can not help you with any type of details on

that particular, sorry. Traveling abroad I have actually reviewed that it is possible to go on a

watercraft trip to view whales as well as dolphins in Shikoku (Kochi). Do you occur to know

any kind of information whether it's worth going as well as which websites supply such

journeys? Due to the fact that I have actually tried to google it however have not located any

type of relevant visitor details regarding it. 

So trendy that you intend on costs Xmas in Japan! Takayama and Shirakawa-go are meant

to be stunning during winter season, with the well-known gassho-zukuri residences covered

in snow. We remained at an actually nice Ryokan in Takayama, the Yamakyu Ryokan, which

is also among the cheapest Ryokans in Japan.
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